Anti-adherent Molds Yield Hydraulic Concrete Samples Suitable for Assessments of Surface and Water Absorption
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Abstract: To assess several quality parameters of hydraulic concrete, cubic samples of this material are commonly assembled in engineering laboratories using molds. It is ubiquitous the use of cubic metallic molds of volume 125 cm³; these molds require the application of demolding substances (such as oils) on their surfaces to avoid the adhesion of the final hardened concrete sample to the molds. Despite this common practice suitable for evaluating mechanical traits of the materials, the use of a demolding agent spoils the concrete samples for the assessment of surface and water absorption parameters. To overcome this difficulty, we propose a new anti-adherent cubic mold that requires no demolding agent. The construction of the new mold based on anti-adherent polytetrafluoroethene (PTFE, Teflon®) is described with its use. To assess the claimed advantages of the new anti-adherent molds in testing surface and water diffusion traits of concrete samples, experiments on water contact angles, rates of water absorption and drying were performed on concrete specimens obtained with the classic and the new PTFE molds. It was proved the advantage of the anti-adherent mold over common metallic molds. The use of an oil as demolding agent in the concrete samples assembled in metallic molds produced conspicuous differences of water contact angles and absorption in comparison to clean concrete samples produced with PTFE molds.
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1. Introduction

Because of its versatility, general availability, moldability and hardening properties, hydraulic concrete has various applications, and has become one of the most used construction materials [1-6].

Concrete materials are intrinsically heterogeneous Macroscopically, hardened concrete comprises three main components: concrete paste (hydraulic cement + water), fine aggregates and coarse aggregates; the concrete paste binds the fine and coarse aggregates [6-10]. The fine and coarse aggregates represent about 75 % of the volume of the hydraulic concrete. Even though these aggregates can be viewed as dispersed inert materials in the concrete paste [8-12], they largely determine the properties of the fresh mixture and of the final hardened material [5,13-15]. From a macroscopic perspective, concrete materials are considered composites formed of a hydrated crystalline matrix with fine and coarse aggregates embedded therein. From a microscopic or molecular point of view, the hydrated crystalline matrix is composed of several substances such as hydrated calcium silicates (Ca-Si-O-H networks) and calcium hydroxide. Each component of concrete has a role in establishing the physical and chemical properties of the composite material. These characteristics of concrete materials require rigorous quality assessments to warrant its suitability and durability [7,16,17].

Among the characteristics of concrete, hardness, porosity, surface and transport properties are highly relevant because of their implications for the mechanical stability and water permeability of concrete materials [9,18,19]. In the current practice of construction engineering, some concrete properties (parameters as quality indicators) are commonly evaluated based on small concrete samples (commonly small cubes, prisms, or cylinders) on which tests are performed [9,16,20,21]. The standard techniques to obtain the samples (for example, cubes of side 5 cm prepared in steel molds) are suitable for the assessment of their mechanical parameters. The use of steel molds typically requires an application of a demolding agent such as a mineral oil to avoid the samples adhering to the molds [20,22,23]. This demolding agent necessarily contacts the concrete samples, so altering their surfaces. If no demolding agent is used, the resulting concrete samples have a highly rough surface because of fragmentation of the material adhering to the molds.

The induction of hydrophobicity in concrete materials has become a current trend in construction engineering [24-27]. Hydrophobic concrete is a promising material through its repellency of water and minimum flow of water through the material, thereby bestowing an enhanced durability [1,5,15,28,29]. To assess the hydrophobicity and
the decreased flow of water through the materials, two tests are crucial: water contact angle and rate of water absorption. These tests require a clean concrete sample with no demolding substance that contaminates its surface. Also, assessment of the water contact angle requires a clean flat surface, unsuitable with conventional steel molds used without demolding agent.

To assess surface and water absorption traits of concrete materials, special molds are hence required. Here we report the construction and use of anti-adherent molds for hydraulic concrete assembled with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTF, also known as the brand name Teflon). We emphasize the importance of these anti-adherent molds for concrete samples suitable for the assessment of their water contact angles and water absorption kinetics.

2. Experiments

2.1 Construction of anti-adherent molds

An anti-adherent mold for cubic concrete samples of edge 25 mm was built with sheets of polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon®) of thickness 10 mm using precise mechanical techniques. Figure 1 shows the design details and photographs of an assembled mold and its parts.

A tamping stick of rectangular cross section 12.5 mm × 6.25 mm was made to press the fresh concrete pastes during the molding. The designed mold allows a preparation of three cubic samples of concrete materials.

![Figure 1. Anti-adherent molds made with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, Teflon). The several parts of this mold were designed to be assembled and disassembled on sliding through “dovetail” joints. (a) Mold design and dimensions. (b) Pieces that comprise the PTFE mold. (c) Assembled mold. (d) “Dovetail” joint.](image)

2.2 Concrete formulation and molding

Two different concrete pastes were prepared: common concrete paste and hydrophobized concrete paste. The common concrete paste was prepared by mixing cement, sand and water at mass proportions 1:2.68:0.49 respectively. The hydrophobized concrete paste was prepared with cement, sand, water and n-dodecyl-functionalized silica microparticles (C12-sil) at proportions 1:2.68:0.49:0.04 respectively [25]. Both pastes were molded in metallic molds and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) anti-adherent molds. A light oil (40WD®) was used on the metallic mold surfaces to avoid adhesion of the hardened concrete samples. No demolding agent was used on the PTFE mold surfaces. The samples were allowed to harden in the molds for 24 h. To avoid water evaporation, the samples in the mold were wrapped with plastic. After 24 h the samples were demolded on disassembly of the molds; the concrete samples were cured immersed in water for 28 days at 25 °C [20]. After curing, the samples were dried for 7 days at 25 °C in an environment with relative humidity 60 %. To observe the deleterious effect of the undesired adhesion between concrete and mold, other concrete samples were similarly prepared (without hydrophobic particles) and molded in a metallic mold without the aid of oil as demolding agent. Demolding operation of these latter samples was difficult and produced cracked concrete surfaces with high rugosity.
2.3 Measurements of water contact angle
Drops of water were placed on the surface of the concrete specimens; images of the water drops were captured with a digital camera; the water contact angles were measured with the aid of software for digital analysis and processing (DropAnalysis plugin of ImageJ) [30]. The water affinity of a sample is classified according to the value of the water contact angle $\theta$: for $\theta < 90^\circ$ the material is considered hydrophilic, for $\theta > 90^\circ$ the material is classified as hydrophobic. Superhydrophobic materials are those with angles $\theta > 150^\circ$ [31].

2.4 Rate of water absorption
For these measurements, a weighed cubic sample of a concrete material was immersed in a carefully measured volume of water in a beaker. After several durations (time $t$) the water in contact with the concrete sample was poured into a finely graduated cylinder to measure the volume of the non-absorbed water. During the experiments, the beaker with the concrete and water remained tightly tapped to avoid water evaporation. From these measurements we calculated the relative water absorption $A$ of the specimen:

$$A = \frac{m_{\text{absorbed water}}}{m_{\text{specimen}}}$$

2.5 Drying kinetic
After curing of the concrete samples -- immersed in water for 28 days, it was assessed the drying dynamics of these concrete specimens. Each sample was placed in an environment at 25 °C and relative humidity 60%. The mass of the samples was registered periodically for 7 days. The mass loss of the samples is due to water evaporation (drying) caused by diffusion.

2.6 Compressive strength tests
The compressive strength of each concrete sample was measured according to the norm ASTM-C109 [20]. The only change introduced in this assessment was the one related to the size of the samples (cubes of side 25 mm instead of 50 mm).

3. Results and discussion
The guiding idea behind the research reported in the present article is that surface and water diffusion traits of concrete materials could be affected by the presence of demolding agents which are necessary for molding concrete cubic samples in ubiquitous, normative metallic molds. For those cases in which it is necessary to assess surface and water diffusion properties it is proposed the use of molds built with an anti-adherent material (polytetrafluoroethene, PTFE).

The use of demolding agents with metallic molds is in fact encouraged to warrant a convenient demolding of the samples and the preservation of the metallic molds. The presence of demolding agents such as a light oil does not affect the mechanical traits of the concrete specimens assembled in metallic molds. In fact, it was verified that all the concrete samples prepared in metallic molds (with demolding oil) and in the proposed PTFE molds (without any demolding substance) showed no significant differences of the compressive strength values (maximum relative deviation with respect to the average was 7%). This result also confirmed that molding can be properly made on the new anti-adherent molds proposed in this article.

A noticeable aspect of the proposed new mold is its decreased size (1/8 the volume of a standard cube 125 cm$^3$); this decreased size allows the use of less concrete paste for the assembly of the samples. The assessments of water contact angle and water absorption do not require the use of massive samples; the use of small specimens facilitates the absorption measurement in small volumetric glassware.

Demolding of the concrete samples is straightforward on disassembly of the molds. This disassembly is simple because of the design and anti-adherent nature of the polytetrafluoroethene (PTFE) material. The disassembly of the mold is performed on sliding its parts through the “dovetail” joints. Each cubic sample releases from the mold with minimal effort.

The most important feature of this anti-adherent mold is that it permits obtaining clean samples of concrete materials suitable for surface and absorption assessments. The attempts to produce concrete material specimens in conventional steel molds without demolding substances such as a petroleum oil typically result in samples with cracked, broken and highly rough surfaces, as Figure 2 shows. In contrast, smooth clean surfaces result from molding with the anti-adherent PTFE mold (see Figure 2).

Measurements of water contact angle require the tests to be performed on planar smooth surfaces because rugosity affects the value of this contact angle (as the models of Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter predict) [32].

Smooth planar surfaces were obtained in steel molds using a demolding agent, but the demolding substances affected the chemistry of the concrete materials, spoiling those surfaces for surface tests. The use of steel molds...
must hence be deprecated for two mutually exclusive reasons: they produce smooth contaminated concrete materials, or they yield clean but rough and cracked surfaces on the concrete materials. The latter point was experimentally verified on preparing a concrete paste that was then molded in a steel mold with a demolding agent (petroleum oil) and in an anti-adherent PTFE mold.

In Figure 3 the use of a demolding agent (light petroleum oil in the present case) reveals a spoilt experiment because the water contact angle was modified by this substance.

**Figure 2.** Surfaces of concrete samples produced in a steel mold (without demolding agent) and on an anti-adherent PTFE mold.

**Figure 3.** Water contact angles of cured concrete samples prepared with and without C12-sil hydrophobic particles. Samples were produced with the same formulated concrete paste but in separate molds. (a) Sample of hydrophilic concrete (without C12-sil particles) molded in a steel mold with a demolding agent. (b) Sample of hydrophilic concrete (without C12-sil particles) molded in an anti-adherent PTFE mold without a demolding agent. (c) Sample of hydrophobic concrete (with C12-sil particles) molded in a steel mold with a demolding agent. (d) Sample of hydrophobic concrete (with C12-sil particles) molded in an anti-adherent PTFE mold without a demolding agent. In each case the displayed value of water contact angle is the mean of six independent measurements (left and right sides) of three separate spots on the surfaces; the uncertainties are the standard deviations.

It is noticeable that the use of a demolding agent affects the assessment of the water contact angle. In the case of the hydrophilic concrete materials (Figure 3 (a, b)), the demolding oil on the sample surface caused an increased value of the contact angle. The contrary trend is observed in the case of the hydrophobic concrete samples (Figure 3 (c, d)) --a decreased value of the contact angle is due to the demolding oil spread on the sample. Moreover, there is a coincident trend for the water contact angles of the concrete materials exposed to the demolding oil regardless of the chemical modifications imposed to the materials --(62 ± 5)° and (75 ± 5)° for hydrophilic and hydrophobic concrete samples respectively.

The water absorption of concrete is another relevant figure-of-merit regarding chemical modifications that affect surface and bulk permeability to water of these materials. To prove how a demolding agent affects the measurement of water absorption, samples similar to those used for measurement of the water contact angle were
prepared in an anti-adherent mold and in a steel mold with a demolding petroleum oil spread on the mold surfaces. The rate of water absorption of these samples was measured; the results are displayed in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Water absorption dynamics of concrete cubic samples of side 25 mm, with the same formulation ((a) 0% C12sil, and (b) 1% C12sil), but casted in Teflon molds (blue) and in metallic molds (red). The molding in the metallic molds required the use of an oil as demolding agent to avoid adhesion of the sample to the molds. Continuous lines represent the fits of experimental data with a function of absorption based on the Kibler-Carter model (Equation 2). Absorption A is dimensionless (quotient of mass of absorbed water and concrete sample mass). The inset shows the dynamics at the beginning of the absorption processes.

Despite each pair of samples have been prepared with concrete pastes of equal compositions (hydrophilic and hydrophobic concretes in Figure 4 (a) and (b) respectively), each pair of specimens show different dynamics of water absorption, as is evident from the graphs in Figure 4 and from the fitted parameters of the mathematical model of Kibler-Carter for water absorption [25],

$$A(t) = A_{\infty} \left\{ 1 - \frac{8}{\pi^2} \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \frac{r_1 e^{-r_1^2 t} - r_2 e^{-r_2^2 t}}{(2j+1)(r_1-r_2)} + \frac{8}{\pi^2} \left( \frac{k \beta}{\gamma+\beta} \right) \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \frac{e^{-r_2^2 t} - e^{-r_1^2 t}}{r_1-r_2} \right\}$$

where $$A$$ represents the relative absorption as function of time $$t$$. This model considers that, as the water molecules diffuse inside the materials, they exist as free or bound molecules. The parameters $$\gamma$$ and $$\beta$$ represent specific rates for the interconversion of free to bound water inside the materials and vice versa; $$A_{\infty}$$ is the relative absorption at infinite time and $$k$$ is a first-order specific diffusion rate. The fitted parameters appear in Table 1.

Table 1. Fitted parameters of Equation 2 obtained on modeling the experimental data of water absorption of concrete samples prepared in Teflon and metal molds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$$A_{\infty}$$</th>
<th>$$k$$ / h$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$$\beta$$ / h$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$$\gamma$$ / h$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0% C12sil, Metallic mold (with oil)</td>
<td>0.057 ± 0.001</td>
<td>7 ± 1</td>
<td>0.031 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0% C12sil, Teflon mold (without oil)</td>
<td>0.059 ± 0.001</td>
<td>6 ± 1</td>
<td>0.045 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% C12sil, Metallic mold (with oil)</td>
<td>0.0382 ± 0.0005</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.048 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% C12sil, Teflon mold (without oil)</td>
<td>0.045 ± 0.002</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.039 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Figure 4 and Table 1 it is noticeable that the presence of the demolding agent affects the water absorption dynamics. From the beginning of the experiments (see insets in Figure 4), conspicuous gaps among the curves become evident. In both cases, the presence of demolding oil (in the materials prepared with metallic molds) produces an apparent decrease of the water diffusion rate through the samples; as well as a diminishing of the maximum relative water absorption values ($A_{\infty}$ in Table 1). A diminished transit of water through concrete materials is desirable in many cases. Therefore, the use of demolding agents in preparing concrete samples lead to false positive results. This apparently improved condition is not permanent as the demolding agent could evaporate or degrade. Real permanent improvements of concrete are more conveniently brought about through chemical modifications of the concrete matrix [25].

Water transport experiments of drying kinetics were also assessed to evaluate the effect of using demolding oil in preparing concrete samples. In these experiments, the water diffusion occurs in the contrary direction than that of the absorption experiments.

As the demolding agent could be present in the concrete surface, it could affect the drying rate of the materials. Figure 5 display the drying curves of pairs of concrete samples prepared with equal compositions but in different molds (metallic mold with demolding oil and anti-adherent mold without any demolding agent). The data of mass sample $m$ as function of time $t$ were fitted with a stretched exponential decay equation:

$$m = m_0 + (m_\infty - m_0) \left(1 - \exp\left(-(\alpha t)^\delta\right)\right),$$  

(3)

in which $m_0$ is the initial mass of fully water saturated concrete samples (after 28 days of curing immersed in water), $m_\infty$ is the extrapolated mass of the completely dried samples, $\alpha$ is a specific rate of drying, and $\delta$ is a stretching factor. The value of $\delta = 0.45$ was found to fit well all the data sets, allowing to directly compare the adjusted specific rates $\alpha$, which is the most important of the fitted parameters. The initial and final masses greatly depend upon the specific dimensions of the molds, as little variations of the dimensions could lead to large fluctuations of the sample masses. It was found that the specific drying rates were practically unaffected by the presence of a demolding agent. This finding can be explained by the fact that the light oil used as demolding substance is as the water also volatile. However, this volatility depends upon the substances used as demolding agents, and therefore the specific rate of drying could change accordingly.

Figure 5. Drying dynamics of concrete samples with the same formulation ((a) 0% C12sil, and (b) 1% C12sil), but casted with the aid of a demolding oil (in a metallic cubic mold, red) and without any demolding agent (prepared in a Teflon cubic mold, blue). The red and blue lines represent the fits of experimental data with model function in Equation 3, with $\delta = 0.45$.

Regarding the maintenance of the PTFE anti-adherent molds, they were successfully cleaned with a soft brush and water. About their durability, it was found that after 50 cycles of molding and demolding, the resulting internal surfaces of the mold were in good condition, with minimal scratches. PTFE is worldwide traded under the commercial name Teflon®. This polymeric material could be purchased as sheets of thickness 1 cm which are convenient for constructing the proposed molds. The price of the abovementioned PTFE sheets is about 100 USD per square meter, being this surface enough for constructing up to 5 molds with 3 cubic pots each, making the material economically affordable. The construction process should be made in a precise mechanical workshop with a milling machine.
4. Conclusion

The use of demolding agents such as a light oil is necessary to assembly concrete samples in metallic molds to prevent adhesion of the concrete samples to the molds. Despite this usage of a demolding substance does not affect mechanical assessments of the concrete materials, it was proved in the present research that these substances modify important surface and diffusion traits: water contact angle and absorption dynamics. To overcome this inconvenient alteration in concrete material samples, it is proposed the construction of molds based on polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The anti-adherent nature of PTFE makes suitable the molding of concrete cubic samples without the aid of any demolding substance that could spoil the samples for surface and diffusion assessments. Another significant trait of the proposed molds is the reduced size of the cubic samples (side 25 mm), allowing the assembly of specimens with less precursor materials in laboratory tests. The simple design of the proposed molds, their reusability, as well as the high availability of PTFE material, make of the PTFE molds a convenient, affordable option for molding concrete samples in engineering laboratories.
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